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DEFENSIVE TEAM PLAY 

I. PRELUDE: video intro 

- Bill Bertka, assistant coach, L.A. Lakers: "Offence is unpredictable... 
...Defence is controllable." 

- GOALPOSTS. NEIL Stanley Cup finals, June, 1994. 
- UNPREDICTABLE OFFENSE. NBA Finals, Game 7, June 22, 1994. 
- "De-Fence...De-Fence!" 

Defence is dull, boring, commonplace. It is unimaginative, plodding attention to duty. 
It is grit and determination and perseverance. It requires simply an act of the will. 
There is never a day when you can't play defence. 

Selling defence is difficult, particularly so when the other side of the game, offence, is 
so much fun and receives a lot more recognition. The recognition comes from every source, 
often even from the coaches. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this evening's presentation is to outline in detail the many aspects of defensive 
team play, from the philosophy behind the various systems of play to the actual X's and O's 
and specific rules of each. Even though the information, gathered from a variety of renowned 
hockey sources (each referenced), is quite comprehensive, it is by no means meant to be 
encyclopedic. Perhaps the best advice to anyone compiling any such volume of information 
about any single topic is to make sure your information-gathering is well organized. 

Heed the warning of philosopher Herbert Spencer when he cautioned: 
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Continuing with the theme of this afternoon's presentation by Dr. George Kingston on 
"Individual Defensive Tactics", I, too, prefer to use a conceptual approach to 'Team Defence". 
Kingston (1988) cited four key concepts to effective play: 

1. limit offensive time and space; 

2. limit puck possession; 

3. force offensive players to poor ice position; 

4. and thus, prevent scoring. 

Traditional explorations of the concept of Defensive Team Play often begin by defining "team 
defence as that part of any game when your team is not in possession of the puck. Most 
presentations then proceed by outlining systems of play and strategies designed to contain the 
opponent's offense in each of the three zones. 

- Your offensive/attacking zone (the forecheck) 

The neutral zone (picking up your man/the backcheck) 

- The defensive zone (various DZ coverage schemes) 

Before that, however, we should acknowledge the somewhat obvious fact that the best defence 
possible would be to deny the opposition from ever touching the puck! This was underscored in 
the mid 1970's and 1980's as competition between North American and European (particularly 
Russian) teams became more commonplace. Canadian National Team coach Dave King was 
quoted as saying, "The North Americans still played a territorial game (i.e. moving the puck 
from zone to zone, often dumping the puck in the hope of receiving itl, the Russians a possession 
game (Martin, 1990:263). 

Making "defensively-smart" plays while still in possession of the puck was one of the keys to 
the success last year of an NHL expansion team, the Florida Panthers. Using a group of players 
who were deemed expendable by their former teams and claimed by Florida and the 1994 
Expansion Draft, Roger Neilson and his coaching staff were able to convince this team of the 
potential successes which would come from sound defensive commitment. The result was that by 
the end of their first season of play, this group of "castoffs" was able to boast the 3rd best Goals 
Against in the league (2.72), including an impressive record of 30-0-5 when leading a game 
after two periods. The Panthers coaching staff cited four general rules which they stressed 
with their players when they had possession the puck which contributed to this defensive 
success (Neilson, 1994:15). 

1. "sure" plays with the puck in all zones; 
2. strong board play; 
3. reading their forecheck; 
4. avoiding low percentage offensive patterns (i.e., not putting yourself at high risk of 

odd-man rushes going the other way). 

All the above concepts involved teamwork and communication (both verbal and non-verbal) 
among team members. In short, COMMUNICATION is a simple key to hockey success. 
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III. 	IN THE OFFENSIVE ZONE: Forecheddng 

Good team defensive strategies are not always conservative in nature. This is especially true 
when the opposition has control of the puck in their zone. The type of forechecking scheme you 
choose to use with your team depends on a number of factors, among them: 

1. your team's personnel 
2. your team's fitness level or fatigue level 
3. the situation in the game (score, time left, etc.) 
4. knowledge of the rules and how they are being interpreted at that time 
5. the rink in which you are playing (neutral zone, depth of corners, height of glass, etc.) 

Very often coaches, when playing in the opposition's rink, will speak to the strategy of 
withstanding the home team's initial onslaught of forechecking pressure. The ability of the 
visiting team to hold off the opponent's first "10 Minutes of Fury" greatly increases their 
chances of securing a road win. This means not breaking down defensively under the home 
team's aggressive forecheck. 

A) 2-1-2 Aggressive Forecheck 

- 1st man into zone attacks puck carrier and finishes his check 

- 2nd man follows closely behind, hotly pursuing either an errant 
pass or a loose puck caused by the initial checker's force play 

- 3rd forward stays out high in the deep slot hoping for either 
	S 

an offensive opportunity on the turnover or in ready defensive 
position to fill in coverage for his defencernan teammate pinching 
down boards 

B) 1-2-2 Inside - Out Forecheck 

A semi-aggressive system, designed and successfully implemented 
at Michigan State University (Mason, 1991), which can effectively 
establish your team's middle ice position. It has the effect of de-
flecting the opposition's attack towards the boards and outside lanes. 

- 1st man is to "get on" puck as quickly as possible and angle breakout 
men toward the corner or behind the net. This forechecker 
must never get beaten by the puck carrier. It is this first forechecker's 
responsibility to force a pass, preferably to the boards,or to cause the 
puck carrier to stop or reverse direction with a pass. He also is de-
pended upon to finish the check once the puck carrier has passed the 
puck. 

- Forecheckers 2 and 3 must enter the zone toward the middle of the 
zone on the inside of the tops of the circles. These forecheckers are 
the reaction people who will react to the first man, and the action of 
the puck carrying breakout man. 



OpTtions of Forecheckers 2 & 3  

1. If the puck is passed to their side, then they move directly to play the 
man from the defensive side. 

2. If the puck carrier continues to skate then the first man is angling 
toward boards and second man should continue to angle and finish check 
around the hash marks. 

3. If the puck carrier reverses with a pass to partner in other corner, then F3 
forechecker will move to play body on that men or angle check if late in 
arriving. 

4. If the puck carrier stops behind the net, then 2 Sr 3 forecheckers hold their 
position and coaches philosophy of going back with wingers or holding a 
zone will prevail. 

5. If the team you are forechecking is a D to D or corner to corner team, then 
F2 Sr 3 can react as 2-1-2 forecheck structure. 

6. Forecheckers 4 Sr 5 are usually the men who must move up the ice 
and be at the offensive blueline when first forechecker is moving across 
goal line. 

C) 2- Man Wide Forecheck 

This scheme is most effective when playing in rinks that have fast ice, 
well-edged dasher boards, and quick, shallow corners. It also penalizes 
the opposition's D when they start merely firing puck around the boards to 
avoid handling and relieve pressure. Does their goaltender have a 
weakness when forced to handle the puck? This PC strategy will exploit 
that weakness. 

- 1st man take a FC'ing skating route which influences 
opposition in a direction which his FC'ing teammates 
can "read". 

- The "reading" FC'er (F2) must guarantee that the half-
boards on his side are taken away. 

- The weak side FC'er (F3) can cheat a bit toward the 
middle of the shot but not so much that a quick reverse 
of the puck will catch his, half- boards unprotected. 

D) 1-2-2 Delayed Forecheck 

What began as a non-glamorous, yet highly effective, method of 
influencing a puck-carrying breakout into certain areas vulnerable to a 
forechecking attack, has evolved into the much maligned "Neutral Zone 
Trap" of the early 90's. This scheme has been successfully employed for 
decades by championship teams in Montreal. Not surprisingly, it has been 
a factor in the 1994 regular season and playoff success of the Jacques 
Lemaire/Larry Robinson coached New Jersey Devils. The effectiveness of 
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the delayed forecheck in cornering (or "trapping") the puck carrying team 
into limited ice situations can be adopted by any team with a disciplined, 
strong commitment to defensive hockey. Perhaps this is why a number of 
the newly-added NHL expansion teams have been blamed for "slowing 
down the game" with this tactic. 

- 1st man into offensive zone does not attack 
puck carrier as in the previous FC'ing schemes 
but rather influences him up one side of the ice. 
(X is the offensive team in diagram) 

0- - The other two forwards and two men react in a 
box like formation on that half of the ice in the NZ. 

- With Fl still influencing the puck carrier and 
trailing a bit to prevent a cross-ice back pass to 
the puck carrier's partner, F2 jumps away from 
his "feigned" assignment in the NZ and attacks 
the puck carrier before the blue line. (utilizing 
the two-line pass rule to further limit passing 
options). 

- D2 assumes responsibility for X3; F3 "locks the 
middle" to prevent a wide, cross ice pass; and D1 
has the responsibility of picking up any far side 
pass receiver who happens to get a low percentage 
pass through the defensive formation. 

IV. 	DEFENCE IN THE NEUTRAL ZONE : Concepts of Coverage and 
Backchecldng 

A standard principle of "wings picking up wings" as the other team proceeds 
through the center ice area is a time-tested standard which all teams should be 
skilled and drilled as a basic defensive mindset. Within that, there are a couple 
of key concepts which increase the chance of defensive success: 

1. Defending /backchecking forwards should identify their checks early. 

2. COMMUNICATE this to your men both verbally ("I've got him") visually 
(make early contact with him, keeping him within one stick-length). 

3. Use the center red line as the point of full commitment, after which a 
defenceman knows the outside lanes (and the offensive attacker in it) will 
be covered by the winger. 

4. Prior to the red line, wingers often have full license to jump away 
from their check and attack the puck-carrier, knowing the D's have 
ample space and time to adjust to the new coverage. 

5. If the opponent crosses in front of the man, the winger should 
communicate this to the D and hold his checking lane. 

6. If the opponent cuts across the ice behind the D, it is important that 
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the backchecker stay with this man, releasing him only after a proper 
switch has been completed (often by this time inside the defensive zone). 

7. The backchecker should be prepared to stay with his man all the way to 
the goal post, with his defensive mindset tightening as the goal area is 
approached (i.e., body positioning, getting his stick off ice to prevent tip or 
rebound, etc.) 

8. The backchecking forwards are responsible for all loose pucks behind the 
defencemen, including going first back deep into the defensive zone to 
recover dump-ins. This allows the D greater confidence to limit offensive 
time and space by "closing the gap". 

Craig Ramsey, a player noted for his superb defensive play over 14 NHL seasons 
and currently contributing to the success of the Florida Panthers as an assistant 
coach, cites the following 7 keys to good checking in the neutral zone and sound 
defence in your own end (Ramsey, 1988 :48): 

1. Good communcation allows a man to jump up onto the 
wingers side to create an outnumbered situation. 

2. On an outnumbered rush by the opponent (e.g., 4 on 3) , the winger 
may have to leave his wing to pick up a more dangerous man. 

3. If a defenceman stumbles or just gets beaten 1 on 1, the winger then 
must be free to react and help out. 

4. Most often when backchecldng, the winger has a zone to cover, not 
just a man. 

5. Stay free from yourself getting tied up, so you can help when 
breakdowns occur. 

6. Avoid trying to do too much, however, always be ready to help 
when you can. 

7. Lastly, keep in mind that the best defensive play is usually 
nothing more than stalling the offensive thrust until help arrives. 

V. 	DEFENCE IN THE DEFENSIVE ZONE : "DZC' 

Once the offensive team has been thwarted on its initial entry into the zone and its 
rush to the net, the system of defensive zone coverage takes effect. The same 
concept of containment, support, pressure, outnumbering, and transition to offense 
which were important in the offensive and neutral zones becomes critical in the 
defensive zone. Jacques Martin, in his address to Advanced II candidates at the 
University of Calgary on the same topic of defensive play, thoroughly covered 
several principles of checking in the defensive zone (1989: 245) : 



Pressure the puck carrier 
Pressure must be applied to the puck carrier at all times. The space and 
time available to the puck carrier must be kept to a minimum. 

Containment 
The offense must be contained and not allowed to move the puck into 
prime scoring area. All defensive players must be on the defensive side 
of their checks, hold their ice, and force the offense outside. 

Forwards stay with check 
Forwards should backcheck all the way to the net and not release until a 
defence can take responsibility for coverage. Forwards are also responsible 
for a second wave attack (trailers). They should avoid being drawn over to 
a puck carrier who has curled up on a delay play. He is the defenceman's 
responsibility. The forward most take the trailer. 

Defence maintain position 
Defence should be responsible for the puck carrier as they enter the 
defensive zone. 

Don't back in deep when the defenders match the attackers numerically. 
When outnumbered, guard the inside lanes and leave the outside lanes for 
the backcheckers. 

Defence should be positioned to prevent rebound shots and to gain 
possession of the puck. 

Maintain numerical equality 
Maintain numerical equality at all times - the offense will be trying for 2 
vs l's and 3 vs 2's. 

Defend the scoring area 
Always force the attack away from the prime scoring areas. The closer 
the play gets to the net, the more physical the defensive attitude should 
become. 

Adherence to these principles and application of the individual tactics outlined 
earlier today by George Kingston will virtually guarantee success regardless of the 
systematic format used. Described below are three options for defensive zone 
systems. 

2-1-2 Traditional. 

Perhaps the most often used and one of the simplest way to format 
your team's coverage in its own end. APiiian is preferred to be the 
initial defender to pursue the puck/puck carrier when it is below the hash 
marks and face of dot in your zone. His defence partner, facing up ice with 
his head on a swivel, has the prime responsibility of the slot area in front 
of the crease. The puck-pursuing D has the support of Fl, often the 
centerman. The offensive team's point men are the responsibility of F2 
and F3, with the puck -side defender marking his man no more than one 
stick length away from his check. 
The weak side F collapses into the deep slot for additional support in this 
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prime scoring area (see diagrams below). 

2-2-1 ... University of Wisconsin's Rotation Defence  

The University of Wisconsin at Madison. an  NCAA Division I hockey 
powerhouse for many years, had adopted a defensive zone philosophy 
which their coaching staff feels is the reason for their top-ranked 
defensive record. It is unique in that one defending forward is responsible 
for point coverage, and brings the wingers down low to outnumber the 
opponent's attackers in the area of greatest defensive vulnerability. "It 
allows us to seal off the slot area, contain the puck on the perimeter, 
establish defensive support at the puck, outnumber our opponents in the 
area closest to our net, and make a rapid transition to offense once we regain 
control of the puck," says assistant coach Mike Kemp (1994 : 2). 

This approach makes sense, especially with the advent of so many teams 
utilizing the "quiet zones" (in the NCAA, the goal line is moved out to 12 
feet, rather than the NHL's 10 feet from the end boards). Rule 
interpretations which allow for more "pick and roll" plays dictate 
consideration of this system also. The following two pages (reprinted with 
permission) outline Badger's system of defensive zone coverage. 
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WISCONSIN ROTATION DEFENSE 

PAGE 
Diagram 1 	 Diagram 2 
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Diagram 1 

initial Defensive Positioning 

Diagram 2 

Low Zone Positioning 

• • 
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RD is Moaner playing the puck storm.. 
RW supports RD low from visInsIds parltIon. 
C takes away SSD as a passing °utak= tt 
comer. 	 ttc 

LD and LW are positioned to protect-rimy 
'negro& The LW must positicahloaseplor 
!eliminate the passing lane ficarthercorneclat 
WSD. 

Diagram 3 

Mid Zone Positioning 

RSV covers pudc carrier on thattelthoards. 
RD supports RW from the net ski‘ 740" 
C. LW end LD have the samemicadeatits 
In diagram 2. 	• 

Diagram 4 

High Zone Positioning 

C takes away the SSD. LWrnonsoutto vei  
high slot to take away WSD.• Tits beoccnes 
man on man situation whenever the puck Is 
above the top of the circles. RW, RD and 11 
all cover a man down low. 

Diagram 5 

Puck Moves Board to Board Below the Top c 
Circles 

The low four players switch responsibilities. 
They will not &lase behind the net unless the 
physical contact with their chedc. They merei 
check off their coverage to the corresponding 
player on the opposite side of the Ice. 
C mirrors the puck as he moves side to side. 

Diagram 6 

Pudc Moves Cross Ice Above the Circles. 

C holds his point coverage 
LW moves up to take WSD coverage 
Low three defenders play man on man. 

L—I 

LD 

LW 



Diagram 7 Diagram 8 

Diagram 11 Diagram 12 

WISCONSIN ROTATION DEFENSE 
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Diagram 7 

Defensaman Beat out of Caner 

RD beat dean out of corner aixl moves to net 
above goalline 
RW moves from support position to take him tow.  
LD and LW hold backside coverage position. 
C takes away point pass. 

Diagram e 
-- 

Defensman Beat out of Comae Baloodosan• 
/44144s) 

When this happens RW and LZecninuricate. 
LD moves to take NM before net ocatthe back 
post. LW covers bacicdodr. RW mown to high 
slot C mirrors the puck. 

Diagrams 11 and 12 

Forwards Rotation off a D to 0 pass 

This Is the main element to the system. 
When the puck moves 0 to 0 we go to a man on 
man, but as in this diagram It goes inside or Is she 
from the point covered by the LW. the C slides bac 
Into the RW coverage position. LW stays high on 
the SSD. RW  slides across to the LW coverage 
position. These positions are held until the puck 
retuns to the point or a safe time to Interchange 
coverages occurs. 
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Diagram 9 Diagram 10 
	••\ Diagram 9 

Wing Beat Moving Down hIld-Bostdr 

RD moves to take puck WIN- 
RW moves to cover slot. support Pet 
LD watchs any opponent deep beldndaD In an 
he has to move on him. LW cannainicetes with L 
on slot and backdoor coverage. -7-folikt-,  

0  
RD 

Diagram 10 

Wing Beat Moving Up Mid-Boards 
•- 	• 

LW moves across to deny penetration of The slot 
He moves at such an angle as to ideally deny pas 
to WSD. RW  moves to support low. RD and LD 
protect low zone and net front. C by his position Ir 
the zone keeps puck carrier from carrying too high 
in the zone. 

LW 

-  

• • 
0 

cm 
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Some teams opt for a defensive zone coverage system in which one defender 
concentrates his defensive attention on one offensive player. There are 
times when this serves to minimize confusion, to reduce the need for constant 
verbal communication (in a noisy building, for example), and can be 
particularly effective when shadowing one or two of the dangerous 
offensive players on the opposing team. 

Defenceman Keith Brown of the Florida Panthers described a couple of the 
key elements of success in employing this system (1994 :25) : 

- 1st man on puck/puck carrier should close in as quickly as possible, yet 
under control. He is depended upon to finish his check, and, when the puck 
is passed or moved away from the immediate area, he must always beat 
his check back to the front of the net. 

- 2nd man must be aware if (and supportive of) the 1st man. His job is to 
react quickly to the changing situation, always keeping his body between 
this second offensive player and the net. 

- 3rd man is always aware of his proper positioning on the third offensive 
player "down low", also keeping himself between the net and the 
opponent. 

- The other two defenders are usually responsible for coverage of the 
offensive point men. 



VI. 	SPECIAL SITUATIONS : Defensive Alignment on Face Offs 

Part of the beauty of the game of hockey is the constant flow of action which forces 
all the players to read and react. One of the few opportunities for pre-set plays 
and formations occurs at each face off. 
Some general rules for defending on faceoffs in your own end follow: 

1. Always be of a mindset where coverage is assured when a draw is 
lost. 

2. Communication before the puck is dropped is critical to everyone 
knowing their respective jobs. 

3. Be prepared to hold up and pick for teammates on loose pucks 

4. If everyone is supporting by staying between their man and the net, 
it forces the puck carrier to go the "long way" with the puck. 

5. The defending man on boards should always opt to go behind the 
centennan to pick up his coverage of his board winger going to the 
middle. 

6. 	When their offensive defenceman with the puck comes down the 
boards, the boards defenceman must react by holding position until 
he can get help from the opposite forward on a switch. 
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